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ABSTRACT 

Bathymetric information on lakes and reservoirs has 
important value in hydrology. Besides water level – 
volume - lake area or stage curve relationships, multi 
temporal comparison between bathymetries is an 
indicator for environmental changes like lake or 
reservoir sedimentation. From this information, lake 
ecosystem functioning, life times of reservoirs or 
erosion - sedimentation rates of catchments can be 
derived. Monitoring lake bathymetry has become 
attractive using recent advances in Global Positioning 
Systems, portable sonar sounders, remote sensing data 
and GIS software analysis tools. A methodology for 
rapid bathymetric survey and map generation, 
developed by the International Institute for Geo-
information Sciences and Earth Observation (ITC) is 
described based on surveys performed in Europe, 
Africa and South-America. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lakes and reservoirs have an important global function 
as a source for fresh water and sustain activities such as 
agriculture, fisheries and recreation. They are a habitat 
for various aquatic ecosystems and can be part of 
wetland ecosystems. Factors affecting the life time of 
lakes and reservoirs are the sedimentation rate and 
water withdrawal rate. The sedimentation process is 
dependent on a multitude of biophysical and 
anthropogenic factors, such as the size of the lake, the 
size of the watershed, soil type, climate, land cover and 
land use. The major water withdrawals are for 
agriculture, domestic consumption or industrial 
purposes (UN 2006). To be able to assess the 
sedimentation rate or to determine sustainable water 
withdrawal rates, the water level – volume – lake area 
or stage curve relationships provide invaluable 
information. However, 40% of the worlds largest lakes 
have not been studied and their volumes are therefore 
approximated (Shiklomanov and Rodda 2003). 
Hydrologic fluctuations in the world's hundreds of 
thousands of smaller lakes and wetlands are virtually 
unknown, due to high survey costs, lack of equipment 
or because they cannot be accessed by survey boats. 
Even though major advances are made in the 
measurement of lake levels using Remote Sensing such 

as satellite altimetry, a bathymetric base line is still 
required and cannot yet be obtained from Remote 
Sensing at low cost and with a high spatial resolution. 
Therefore, a low cost methodology for rapid 
bathymetric survey and (digital) map generation could 
contribute significantly to the understanding of lake 
and reservoir hydrology globally by providing the 
means required to create base line bathymetry for now 
sparsely- or unrecorded lakes and reservoirs in 
developed and developing countries. It has been 
standard practice to estimate a lake stage curve from its 
bathymetry since the 1930s using sounding lines and 
since the 1950s using fathometers.  With the 
introduction of Global Positioning System (GPS) 
satellite navigation in the 1990s the positioning of the 
depth recordings can be improved (Dunbar, Allen et al. 
1999) by linking the fathometer to a handheld or 
differential Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receiver. In this paper we propose such a 
methodology that was developed using low cost readily 
available technology. The advantage of the method 
proposed over existing methods is its ease of use in 
terms of sampling and data analysis, low cost and the 
portability of the equipment required. 

2. ACOUSTIC PROFILING 

2.1 Equipment  

The portable setup developed consists of a fathometer 
mounted on a portable carrying case in a waterproof 
configuration that has been wired such that it can be 
linked with a handheld GNSS receiver (Figure 1). The 
handheld receiver main disadvantage is its low 
accurate horizontal (+/- 11.9 meter (Adrados, Girard et 
al. 2002)) and vertical accuracy, the latter causing the 
need for a vertical reference level of the water surface.  

Another consideration is the accuracy of the GNSS 
receiver when compared with the footprint of the 
fathometer which depends on the water depth and 
transducer frequency. Ideally the horizontal position 
determined should be within this footprint requiring the 
accuracy of the position determination to be equal to or 
smaller then the footprint.  



A Garmin™ fish finder 250C fathometer was used 
because of its low cost, low power requirements, 
compactness and dual frequency transducer that can 
operate with a 10 centimeter vertical accuracy on both 
or one of the 50kHz (45° cone angle) and 200kHz (12° 
cone angle) frequencies. The latter has a smaller 
footprint and more profound bottom resolution. The 
footprint/depth ratio varies from 0.21 (200kHz) to 1 
(50kHz or dual-frequency). This translates to a 
footprint diameter of roughly 2.1 to 10 meter by a 
depth of 10meters depending on the frequencies used.  

Because the decision was made to keep the setup low 
cost and highly portable, a Garmin™ GPSMAP 76S 
handheld GNSS receiver was used for horizontal 
positioning. This receiver was selected because of its 
low cost, naval applications, Wide Area Augmentation 
System (WAAS) capability and remote antenna 
connectivity. The accuracy ranges from <3 (with 
WAAS) to +/- 11.9 meters, thus within fathometer 
footprint with water depths ranging from 15 (with 
WAAS) to 60meters using the 200kHZ transducer or 
ranging from 4.3 (with WAAS) to 16.1meters using the 
50kHZ transducer. 

 
Figure 1 Fathometer equipment 

The fathometer measures depths continuously and a 
GNSS receiver can be configured to store records using 
time or distance intervals, therefore the cables are 
wired such that both the depth measurements and 
horizontal position are stored on the GNSS receiver. 
When a handheld GNSS receiver is used, both devices 
can be powered by the same gel- or D-cell batteries 
stored in the carrying case). The data can be 
downloaded to a (portable) PC for further processing 
after a survey. 

Because lower frequencies (between 2kHz to 24kHz) 
are required to provide optimum bottom penetration 
(Dunbar, Allen et al. 1999), sediment thickness can not 
be measured using the setup with this transducer. 

2.2 Survey methodology 

The transducer is fitted to the available boat (which 
varied from rubber zodiacs to speed- and tourist 

roundtrip boats) using a suction cup or is screwed into 
place. The best fitting location depends on the 
transducer type but in general is at either side on the 
back of the boat where it should extent 3mm 
(fiberglass hull) to 10mm (aluminum hull) below the 
hull for transom mounts. This minimizes the chance of 
damage caused by drifting materials, nets or when 
hitting the lake bottom and the device cannot be sucked 
into the engine or left dry due to water drawdown at 
full speed. The GNSS receiver external antenna is 
mounted above the transducer, the carrying case with 
the displays is positioned in front of the boat operator. 
 
The optimal survey pattern is determined considering a 
number of constraints, namely budget, time available, 
equipment available, lake bottom topography and lake 
depth and is uploaded to the GNSS receiver. 
 
This uploaded grid is used to navigate the boat, where 
at obstructions one can briefly take another course and 
then return to the grid. The minimum survey depth is 
60 cm which causes a data gap between this depth and 
the shoreline, which is extended if the survey is done 
when the reservoir is below maximum capacity. 
When the survey is completed, data is downloaded 
from the GNSS receiver and uploaded into the ArcGIS 
software using the Create Feature Class from XY table 
operation. 

3. VERTICAL DATA PROCESSING 

The bathymetric map creation process consists of three 
parts. First the raw data is referenced and then the 
shoreline of the surveyed water body is added using 
RS. The dataset is then split-up into two sets, where 
one set is used to create the bathymetric map using 
interpolation and the other to determine the error 
variance. Optionally stage-curve and contour lines can 
now be derived. 

3.1 Data consistency analysis 
The depth data is related to a reference level by 
subtracting the depth from a gauge referenced water 
level. Data gaps caused by malfunctioning of the 
GNSS receiver or the fathometer are removed from the 
data set. No further processing is done because 
uncertainties will be averaged out during the 
interpolation process. 

3.2 Shoreline extraction using RS 
The shoreline is required to mask the reservoir area 
from the interpolated bathymetric map and to 
complement the dataset with shoreline levels. The 
shoreline is obtained using RS, excluding the need for 
reservoir designs or topographic maps of uncertain 
quality. The shoreline can be extracted from optical 
satellite imagery either by digitization or by using ratio 



images, where the later technique reduces operator 
errors and is therefore used in this method. Ratio 
images enhance the presence of open water surfaces in 
remotely sensed imagery (McFeeters 1996) using a 
Normalised Difference Water Index (NDWI). This 
index takes advantage of the differences in the 
reflectance of different wavelengths of light of objects 
captured by satellite imagery and is calculated using 
Single Output Map Algebra as follows: 
 

 
Figure 2 NDWI ArcGIS model 
 
Where GREEN is a satellite image wavelength band 
encompassing the green light and NIR the near-
infrared radiation band. Using this index (Figure 4) the 
water surface mask can be extracted from a satellite 
image and converted into a shoreline using the slicing 
operation followed by a reclassification. The lake 
outline is then extracted from the classified map using 
the raster to Polygon, the Raster to polyline and the 
Feature to point operation. This point feature class is 
then merged with the fathometer feature class (Figure 
3).  
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Figure 3 The combined shoreline and fathometer dataset 
imposed over an ASTER satellite image of Lake Turawa, 
Poland (a 250 m grid and b 50 m grid), Lake Roxo, Portugal 
(c 250 m grid) and imposed over an ETM+ satellite image of 
Lake Tana, Ethiopia (d 5 km grid). 
 
The accuracy of this extracted shoreline is dependent 
on the spatial resolution of the RS image, thus a high 

resolution Ikonos image will yield better results then a 
medium resolution Landsat image, but can cover a 
smaller area. An image is preferably selected captured 
at a date where the water level is at the reservoirs 
maximum capacity. A referenced water level at image 
acquisition date is required to be able to convert the 
shoreline into a contour line.  
 
In principle a complete bathymetric map can be 
obtained from RS using this technique, assuming that 
an image can be obtained at dates of different water 
levels; in dry conditions one stereo image (such as 
Aster) could even be sufficient. In practice however 
this is difficult to achieve because the reservoirs might 
not fall dry and due to the image cost, temporal and 
spatial resolution and cloud cover. 
 

 
Figure 4 NDWI Ratio image of Lake Tana, Ethiopia. 

3.3 Interpolation techniques 
Before interpolation the shoreline dataset is merged 
with the survey dataset and this combined dataset is 
randomly split into two where both sets contains 50% 
of the observations using the random expression in the 
field calculator in the attribute table. One dataset is 
interpolated into a bathymetric map and the other one 
is used to determine the error variance by cross 
validation (Isaaks and Mohan Srivastava 1989). 
Different point interpolation techniques are applied 
(Inverse distance weighting, kriging, Sibson 
interpolation, spline and trend surface interpolation) 
where the Sibson interpolation showed the lowest error 
variance for the test lakes (Table 1). 



Table 1 Lake Tana interpolation accuracies 
Model R2 
Inverse distance weighting 94.55% 
Kriging 96.28% 
Sibson interpolation 97.95% 
Spline 90.32% 
Trend 57.99% 
 
(Watson 1992) describes the Natural neighbor 
interpolation as “the interpolation that finds the closest 
subset of input samples to a query point and applies 
weights to them based on proportionate areas in order 
to interpolate a value (Sibson, 1981). It is also known 
as Sibson or “area-stealing” interpolation. Its basic 
properties are that it's local, using only a subset of 
samples that surround a query point, and that 
interpolated heights are guaranteed to be within the 
range of the samples used. It does not infer trends and 
will not produce peaks, pits, ridges or valleys that are 
not already represented by the input samples. The 
surface passes through the input samples and is smooth 
everywhere except at locations of the input samples. It 
works equally well with regularly and irregularly 
distributed data”. 
 
After the interpolation the surface is masked using the 
water surface mask extracted from the satellite imagery 
using the Extract by mask operation (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5 Bathymetric maps of Lake Tana, Ethiopia (a and b). 

From the interpolated surface the lake area – water 
level – lake volume relationship or stage curve can be 
now be derived using the Area and Volume statistics 
operation of the 3D analyst. Figure 6 presents such a 
stage curve derived from the bathymetry of Lake Tana, 

Ethiopia. The stage curve can be used to asses the 
water volume and area at specific water levels or the 
inverse to calculate the water level using the lake area 
obtained from RS. Fluctuations will occur when the 
reservoir is affected by siltation or changes in the 
topography, causing the need for regular updates of the 
bathymetry. 

 
Storage characteristics, Lake Tana (2006 bathymetry data)
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Figure 6 Stage curve of Lake Tana, Ethiopia. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The methodology developed can be used for rapid 
bathymetric survey and map generation using existing 
materials at low cost. Its ease of use in terms of 
sampling and data analysis and the portability of the 
equipment required make it suitable for lake 
bathymetry analysis. When analysing two bathymetric 
maps of the same lake surveyed seven months apart 
(Figure 7a and b) by subtraction (Figure 8), it can be 
observed that areas in the South-East tip of the lake 
that could not be surveyed in the first survey (Figure 
5a) due to a low water level, have a different elevation 
in the later map caused by interpolation errors due to 
lack of data. 

 

a 



b 
Figure 7 Bathymetric maps of Lake Turawa, Poland (a and 
b). 

 
Figure 8 Subtraction of two bathymetric maps surveyed 
seven months apart at Lake Turawa, Poland. 

When analyzing the histogram of the differences 
(Figure 9), it can be noted that the measurement 
difference with a mean of 0.14 meter and a 
predominant value of 0.148 meter indicates elevation 
measurement reproducibility within instrument 
accuracy (20 cm, 2* 10cm) and thus the reliability of 
the methodology. 

 
Figure 9 Histogram of depth differences between two 
bathymetric maps surveyed seven months apart at Lake 
Turawa, Poland. 

Since the methodology proposed does not make use of 
a bottom profiler, the generated bathymetry is a model 
of reality and thus errors will always be present. 

The use of a differential GNSS setup is recommended 
for a more accurate positioning and wave error 
reduction, but has a higher cost and more instrumental 
expertise is required. 
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